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language menu 第 English 第第(繁體 ©) Unlike most gacha games where you roll back on powerful characters or weapons, players actually roll back on Skill Cards Naruto x Boruto Ninja Voltage. How do I re-schedule? Like most Gacha games, the basic way to roll back is to delete the app and reinstall it. Once you are
down with the tutorial, you can collect free gems in your mail box and do a 10+ 1 roll. For Android players, there is another way to quickly reuse your account with an entrenched device. You can check out the method of reddit chat here. Who to re-schedule? Currently, all 5* Skill Cards have almost the same rank
because each has the same strength and weakness. However, consensus is the goal of Naruto's or Sasuke's Skill Card first, as both characters are available right from the start of the game. The other 4 Characters require you to be holding character shards from Event Missions, which will take a little longer. That's not all.
Even after you've won a 5* Skill Card in your first 10+1 roll, you must have a healer card preferably shizune or sakura's. Maps Rarity Skill Strength Naruto Vs Pain Rasengan · Ultimate Jutsu · High with Small Range AOE Splash Uchiha's Pride Chidori · Ultimate Jutsu · High high with Mid Range AOE Splash Master's
Unyberious Spirit Cherry Blossom Clash · Ultimate Jutsu · Great Damage to Several Enemies I'll Seal You Giant Sand Burial · Ultimate Jutsu · Very Big AOE Attack Kakashi vs Pain Lightning Blade · Ultimate Jutsu · Fast Cast and Great Damage Something I Want to Protect Gentle Step Twin Lion Fist · Ultimate Jutsu ·
Huge Damage Card Rarity Skill Strength Quiet Shizune 2 Star Medical Ninjutsu : Ferochious Flash · Ninjutsu · Heals every ~1100 HP level 1 Apprentice fifth Hokage! 3 star hotels · Ninjutsu · Heals Everyone ~500 Level 1 (Slightly Faster CD) Character Ranking – Based on Launch Build 1st – Sakura Very Big Damage
with Great AOE Full-screen Wide Healer with Low CP Cost of Healing 2nd – Naruto High Attack Unit Capable of Single Shots By Most Enemies with Rasengan He Has Skills who can help him quickly get out of the enemies around him in 3rd place - Sasuke High Attack Unit Is capable of one shot most enemies with
Chidori Ninjutsu Able to paralyze enemies 4. Place – Gaara Ultimate Jutsu is a huge AOE range good, taking down several enemies in 5th place – Kakashi Kakashi's Ultimate Jutsu, Lightning Blade, can hit targets far away in a straight line. 6th Place – Hinata She got a very big injury to Ultimate Jutsu but it can be a little
hard to aim for. 7. Place - Shizune Shizune is actually the most important character in any lot because she is the best at the moment. Build her Tanky with a high CP and your team can pretty much take something down. Naruto x x Ninja Voltage is a Naruto game unlike others we've seen so far. It has action RPG
elements as you build a team of four ninja to solve solo problems and opposing player fortresses. It has basic defense and city building aspects that you need to master in order to keep your resources safe. And this is a card game in DNA as well, because you need to collect and level up cards to ensure your shinobi has
access to all of their most powerful methods. Plus it's just quite a look at it and you could learn something about the all-encompassing saga of Naruto playing it, so that's not a bad package when it's all said and done. If only someone could help you with the more confusing bits of the game... Oh, wait, it's us! While not
quite ready to say we should be leading our own ninja villages just yet, we are putting in the work to compile our Naruto x Boruto Ninja Voltage Tips, Cheats and Strategies. Let these guide your early steps to the path of a ninja, and then you'll be ready to take things from there and really show the world your true
strength. Shinobi In Action: Control and Basics One Ninja can't win story missions or attack missions alone. With flash of justice league movies in words, you need... Friends. Good thing Ninja Voltage gives you a team of up to four ninja, one of which you control and the other three that support you like a really deadly
backup band. Before you start any mission, you will see a screen that looks like this: the ninja in the first slot is the one you will be in control of, while the other three will fight by your side while controlling AI. The controls are very simple. Tapping the screen anywhere from around the center over to the lower left corner
activates the virtual thumbstick for movement. On the right there are buttons for your specific methods, or ninjutsu, if you have any equipped (and we'll get to that soon). They can be activated at any time only with a tap, but there are cooldown timers before you can use them again. The big button with your fist is a basic
attack that you can simply mash away. A purple cross points to your current target, and your ninja will automatically move to the next nearest enemy when one is defeated. Don't feel like playing at all? Just tap the Auto button, sit back and watch the whole thing play as a dialogue without an episode of Naruto. Ninja



Cards and You: Ninjutsu and the ultimate Jutsu get new characters ninja voltage is really pretty easy. You will need to collect the correct number of Hero Fragments, but they are pretty easy to find relative to other games like this. What is a little harder is to match your ninja with the right Ninja cards to unlock your true
potential. Ninja cards help your characters in two ways. They give stat bonuses that improve as the card itself is leveled up. Few they also have Ninjutsu or Ultimate Jutsu attached, which means your ninja will only be in their basic attack until you equip some Ninja cards. To do this, tap the icon Shinobi, which looks like
scroll, then the Shinobi list to see all the ninja that you have in your list. Tap the ninja and you will see this screen: Below the stats is a section that says Equipped Map that shows you 10 slots for each character in the Ninja card. Tapping on any slots will bring up all the cards you currently own, and you can also see
which ninja they have added – if they are, they'll have that ninja face in the top right corner. A good rule of thumb until you learn more about all ninja cards in the game is to match them with the characters they display. To smooth out the cards and make their stats better, you need a chakra, a resource you earn from
successfully invading enemy fortresses and developing it on your own. This makes a great segue in our next section. It takes a village: Building and collecting resources in the city building part of Naruto x Boruto Ninja Voltage is not the game's main focus, but understanding it can still help you progress faster. Your
village starts with only five structures: base, bank, monument, restaurant and shrine. The base is the centrepiece of the village, and its alignment allows to improve all other buildings to a higher maximum level. The restaurant and bank cooperate, and the restaurant produces Ryo (coins, basically) and the Bank keeps
them. Monument and shrine full of the same roles, but chakra. The idea here is simply to keep all structures leveled to the highest possible level of all time. If there's a choice to be made, focus on the monument and shrine first because you can burn through the chakra quickly while leveling up ninja cards. Also note that
unlike many games, you can have more than one construction or expansion project going on at once. How to protect your base because there's PvP Ninja Voltage as well, you also want to set some defenses up in a fortress that stands guard over your village. You can not see it from the main game screen, so you will
have to tap the hamburger icon in the upper right corner and then the Fortress from the resulting menu. Your fortress screen looks like this: You can slide and zoom to see the space in your fortress in more detail, and you'll see that some of them already have traps and other defenses set up. There are also spots that
look like carpets where you can assign shinobi to be summoned and fight against invaders. If you remember nothing else from this article, please keep in mind that shinobi granted fortress protection can still be used in missions, a welcome fact that is not true in many games this ilk. As you previously you will be able to
disable various and reliable terrain clusters that rearrange their fortress in terms of the number of roofs and the things that guard them. Just tap the Terrain icon and then scroll through all the unlocked terrain choices, but note that you will pay a certain amount for Ryo to actually activate one. While fortress protection
seems complicated, it can be simplified to two things: make sure you have one of the best relief kits you can afford to actively, and always have the maximum number of shinobi assigned to call the slot. Everything else is pretty much out of your hands. Hands.
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